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Welding: Principles & Practices
This text introduces students to a solid background in the basic principles and practices of welding. It first introduces fundamental theory of the welding process (gas arc, semi-automatic, automatic, and robotic welding) and then provides practice jobs so students develop manipulative skills and technical understanding. Metals and their welding characteristics, safety practices, welding symbols, and the fundamentals of print reading are all covered.
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**Customer Reviews**

I had reservations about this edition having the same content but it turned out to be the same. Only drawback is the pics are not in color. This paperback version is otherwise fine for entry welding class use.

The exact same as the hardcover edition that your school bookstore is selling, but for $100 less. Great value; take care of it, and it’s an excellent reference. Even the page numbers are identical. If your school is requiring you to buy this text, save your money and get this one.

This book is required for my welding class and it contains a wealth of information. The workbook that sells separately, is easy to follow along the chapter while doing homework. I plan on keeping these as a reference for years to come.
My son gets good use out of this book has used it for 4 welding classes and will use for 2 more and keep always thank you for fast shipping and good quality!


A must have for welding students and professional welders alike.a mecca of welding info with chartstown to the history i open it every day.

Bought the book for my grandson. He loves the book and the corresponding course he is taking. 10/2014

This book have a lot of info, and is easy to understand.
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